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CODE IMAGE DESCRIPTION Suitable AgeType of Puzzle Description Skill

DJ8477
Djeco Cubissimo Sologic 
Game

7+ years
Spatial 
Knowledge

Cards give different starting points to complete 
the cube using the remaining tiles.

Uses three-dimensional spatial knowledge to solve the 
puzzle. Increasing levels of difficulty. Fine motor 
manipulation.

DJ8451
Djeco Polyssimo Sologic 
Game

7+ years
Spatial 
Knowledge

Cards give different starting points to complete 
the square using the remaining tiles.

Uses two-dimensional spatial knowledge to solve the 
puzzle. Increasing levels of difficulty. Fine motor 
manipulation

DJ8493
Djeco Polyssimo Challenge 
Sologic Game

7+ years

Spatial 
Knowledge, 
two player.

Not a solitaire puzzle but an extension of 
Polyssimo. Two player version, who can place all 
their pieces first?

Uses two-dimensional spatial knowledge to solve the 
puzzle. Increasing levels of difficulty. Fine motor 
manipulation, anticipation of opponents moves. 
Forward planning of moves with alternatives.

DJ8574
Djeco Aquarium Sologic 
Game

7+ years
Sliding logic 
Puzzle

Sliding puzzle style solitaire. Move the starfish 
and seahorses to let the fish go through.

Logic and reflection are used as well as memory and 
planning. Each piece has different movement rules. 30 
different starting options. 3 increasing levels of 
difficulty.

DJ8488
Djeco Crazy Sudoku Sologic 
Game

8+ years Sudoko
Sudoku style puzzle no more than one of each 
image on horizontal or vertical lines.

Logic, planning and a process of eliminations used to 
complete each square. 40 challenges with 4 levels of 
difficulty

DJ8570
Djeco Dungeon Sologic 
Game

8+ years
Logic / 
directions

Each challenge card gives a starting and finishing 
point and the numbered cards to use. Using 
these cards, the player must track their way 
through the dungeon

Logic, planning, forward thinking, memory and 
following instructions, using directions, perseverance.



DJ8578
Djeco Pentanimo Sologic 
Game

5+ years
Spatial 
knowledge

Pick a challenge card, place the pieces shown on 
the card onto the board, try to cover the black 
parts on the board with the remaining animals.

Two-dimensional spatial knowledge, logic, imagination, 
dexterity, and perseverance.

DJ8580 Djeco Space Sologic Game

7+ years Sudoko
Follow the directions on the card to fill the grid 
with the correct tokens

Logic, following instructions, patience. Increasing levels 
of difficulty – 40 challenge cards.

DJ8576
Djeco Cubologic 16 Sologic 
Game

8+ years Observation

Rotate the cubes to correctly match the design 
on the challenge card. 16 cubes to manipulate, 
an extension from Cubologic 9. (DJ8581)

Observation, patterning, manipulation, memory, and 
perseverance

DJ8590
Djeco Archilogic Sologic 
Game

5+ years Logic / Simple
Use the skyscrapers to make a city skyline on 
each challenge card – but don’t block the faces.

Observation, logic, spatial knowledge, perseverance. 
Good simple junior solitaire. Increasing level of 
difficulty – 50 challenges

DJ8581
Djeco Cubologic 9 Sologic 
Game

6+ years Observation
Rotate the cubes to correctly match the design 
on the challenge card. 9 cubes to manipulate

Observation, patterning, manipulation, memory, and 
perseverance

DJ8540 Djeco Finish Sologic Game

6+ years
Logic / 
deduction

Use the clues given on the challenge card to 
discover the order the characters finish the race.

Very similar concept to the “Logic Grid” puzzles. 
Deduction, reasoning and using the process of 
elimination are all required to solve these puzzles. Also 
understanding, remembering, and following symbols on 
the cards.

DJ8586
Djeco Hotelogic Sologic 
Game

7+ years

Logic / 
deduction / 
direction

Challenge cards provide the requirements of 
each guest, place the guests in the cube so that 
they are in the correct rooms.

Very similar concept to the “Logic Grid” puzzles. 
Deduction, reasoning and using the process of 
elimination are all required to solve these puzzles. Also 
understanding, remembering, and following symbols on 
the cards.

DJ8520
Djeco Logic Garden Sologic 
Game

6+ years Spatial / logic

Challenge cards give a starting point (similar to 
Polyssimo) The additional requirement of only 
one of any fruit or vegetable in each shape 
introduces a sudoku element but not in straight 
lines.

Logic, reasoning, observation, spatial manipulation. 
Very cool, great extended thinking processes needed in 
finding solutions.

DJ8532 Djeco Pyramid Sologic Game

7+ years Spatial / logic

Matching shapes and symbols using a challenge 
card. Triangle is great for spatial manipulation 
outside of the usual square.

Uses two-dimensional spatial knowledge and logic to 
solve the puzzles. Increasing levels of difficulty.
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